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Ottawa Centre, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
The Ottawa Centre is one o f twenty-two Centres comprising the Royal Astronomical 
Society of Canada -  an organization dedicated to the advancement of astronomy and 
allied sciences. The Ottawa Centre, formed in 1906, has about 250 members.
The Ottawa Centre has a number of facilities which are available to members. The 
Indian River Observatory houses an excellent 16-inch telescope, as well as a 10-inch 
instrument and a large radio telescope. The Ottawa Centre also operates a 
comprehensive astronomical library containing several hundred books.
Membership in the Ottawa Centre costs $25 for regular members (outside Canada, 
$25 US), or $15 for junior members (under 21 years). Members receive the yearly 
O bservers’ Handbook, the bi-monthly Journal and N ational Newsletter, as well as 
this publication, A stronotes. Anyone interested in joining the Ottawa Centre may do so 
at any meeting. Observers’ Group meetings are held throughout the year, at 8:00 pm on 
the first Friday o f each month, in the auditorium of the NRC building at 100 Sussex 
Drive. Regular Centre Meetings are held on the third Thursday of each month (except 
during the summer), at the same time and place.

O ttaw a C entre Council O bservers’ G roup Executive
Honorary President Fred Lossing Chairperson Frank Roy
President Doug George Vice-Chairperson Max Stuart
1st Vice-President Rolf Meier
2nd Vice-President Sandra Ferguson O bservers’ G roup Coordinators
Secretary Derek MacLeod Lunar & Planetary Gary Mussar
Treasurer Mercedes Pelayo Solar Roseanne Mussar
Librarian Stan Mott Meteors Rick Crook
Recorder David Monoogian Comets Helderick Browne
Councillor Paul Comision Instrumentation Doug George
Councillor Gary Mussar Variable Stars
Councillor Gary Susick Radio Astronomy Frank Roy
Councillor Robin Molson Deep Sky Joe Zacconi
Councillor Art Fraser Occultations Brian Burke
1st Past President Rob McCallum OG Recorder Estelle Rother
2nd Past President Brian Burke
3rd Past President Peter MacKinnon

Articles for the next issue are due by November 20.
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EVENT HORIZONS

Nov. 17 Annual D inner M eeting. This year, the speaker will be Stephen J. 
O’Meara of Sky & Telescope.

Nov. 24/25 IRO S tar Party. Come on out to IRO with your telescope, 
binoculars, or just yourself!

Dec. 1 O bservers’ G roup M eeting -  100 Sussex Drive, 8:00 pm. There 
will be a swap table starting at 7:00. Bring out your old 
astronomical/other junk for sale or trade!

Dec. 29/30 IRO S tar Party.

RECENT OCCULTATION RESULTS Doug G eorge

A number of people participated in the "Occultation Day" activities. 
Unfortunately, the Beehive transit and the grazing occultation were 
clouded out. But the skies cleared off beautifully for the asteroidal 
occultation.

Earlier predictions had placed the path for the occultation over 100 km to 
the south of Ottawa, but these predictions are notoriously difficult. Last 
minute astrometry indicated that the occultation would pass about an 
equal distance north of here, but a number of observers decided to watch 
anyway.

The event was observed by Paul Boltwood, Rob Dick, Sandy Ferguson, 
and myself. All reported no event observed. Although this might seem 
disappointing, when these results are taken in conjunction with other 
observers, the negative result can be very important. For example, it 
might delineate the edge of the asteroid, or help in understanding another 
observer’s uncertain observation.

In other news, I recently received a very unusual report of a grazing 
occultation that was observed accidentally! During the lunar eclipse, 
John Bavington was observing with a small group of people at the 
McKeller Park near Nepean High School -  about 400 metres from his 
home. At about 22:08 EDT, he noticed a star approaching the limb of the 
moon. To his great surprise, the star disappeared and reappeared three 
times! Two other observers confirmed the events. Unfortunately, no one 
had the equipment necessary to time the events. John was able to later 
identify the culprit as SAO 164647, an 8.2 magnitude star. It goes to 
show just how dark the eclipse was!
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AN EVENING WITH MR. T  Brian M cCullogh

"And there it was - exactly what I was looking for. I knew 
instantly that the object was far beyond Neptune."

- Clyde Tombaugh, to the Ottawa Centre RASC (1989).

All evening Clyde Tombaugh had 
been sprinkling his talk on "The 
Search for Planet X" with puns, 
many of them real groaners. But as 
he recounted the thrilling 
conclusion of his search, the comic 
element slipped aside. I suddenly 
got a sense of the triumph he must 
have felt when, as a young man of 
24, he first detected Pluto’s faint 
image on a pair of photographic 
plates.

Nearly sixty years have passed 
since Clyde Tombaugh discovered 
our outermost planet, but his telling 
of it made for an exhilarating 
session at last month’s Centre 
meeting. It was also entertaining, 
like when he made jest of the 
enormity of his discovery: "For 
three quarters of an hour," he 
teased, "I was the only person in 
the world who knew where Pluto 
was."

It was great stuff -  just what I’d hoped to hear from the man billed as 
the World’s Only Living Planet Discoverer. What surprised me was that 
his presentation was much more than a Great Moment in History speech. 
As momentous as his discovery was, he never lost sight of its place (or 
his) in the grand scheme of things. "I wasn’t even sure there was a 
Planet X", he said, "but it sure beat cutting hay back on the farm."

If you ask me, it would have been the easiest thing in the world for 
Clyde Tombaugh to have rested on the laurels of his discovery all these 
years, jaded by the magnitude of his success. But he obviously had 
different ideas because, even now at 83, he seems not to have lost his 
wonder for the night sky.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT Doug G eo rg e

This month’s Annual Dinner Meeting marks the end of my term as 
President. It has been an interesting experience, to say the least. The high 
points I will remember include the "new and improved" Centre 
Meetings; the visits of Clyde Tombaugh, John Percy, Bob Garrison, Bob 
Stevens and others; starting the Ted Bean Equipment Loan Library; and 
actually having relatively short council meetings!

There have been a few low points too: various narrowly-averted crises 
(the worst was the possibility of having to pay over $100 a night for the 
meeting room), some expensive work at the observatory (road 
replacement and building repairs), and the federal government’s 
continuing drive to wreck non-profit organizations (now here comes 
GST). Somehow we always seem to manage to come out relatively 
unscathed. There are a lot of people out there who deserve a lot of thanks 
for getting us out of the soup on a few occasions.

Unfortunately for us, the NRC is not the place it used to be with the 
present funding environment. We have received a lot of special support 
from them: at-cost printing of Astronotes (a few years ago), housing for 
our library, free meeting rooms, A/V equipment, and storage facilities. 
With the impending termination o f the latter two items, we are now 
purchasing our own projectors and moving the storage to members’ 
basements. Despite this, NRC is still being very generous in supplying 
excellent meeting facilities for us. I would like to give our NRC contact, 
Ken Tapping, a very special thank-you  for all he has done for us (and 
put up with) to keep things running smoothly.

There are a number of people who do the lion’s share of the work in the 
Centre. This includes Derek MacLeod who as secretary has more work 
than many would think; A rt and Anne Fraser, who manage the 
unmanageable membership lists and provide hospitality at OG meetings; 
Mercedes Pelayo, who has her hands full with the Treasurer’s job; Rolf 
Meier, who has done a fantastic job with organizing the majority of the 
Centre Meetings; Robin Molson, who in the midst of other heavy 
demands on his time always comes through with observatory repairs; 
and Frank Roy who organizes a lot of our meetings, activities, and 
public star nights as the Observers’ Group Chairman. These people, as 
well as all the members of Council and the Observers’ Group Executive, 
deserve a special thanks for all the hard work they have put in.

Next year will be a very special one with the General Assembly being 
held here in Ottawa. I wish the next President and Council the best o f 
luck!
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Annual D inner M eeting

Stephen James O'Meara 

of Sky & Telescope

On

A 19th Century A stronomer in 
the 20th Century

Friday, November 17, 1989, 6:00 PM, 
Algonquin College, W oodroffe Campus

Mr. O ’Meara is a well-known amateur astronomer and Associate Editor 
at Sky & Telescope. His observing skills are legendary: he was the first 

person to report seeing Halley’s Comet visually during the recent 
apparition. He also faithfully recorded elusive details on Uranus and 

Neptune which were later verified by the Voyager flybys.

Admission for the ADM is $21.00, which includes an excellent roast 
beef dinner. A cash bar will open at 6:00; dinner is at 7:00 followed by 

the speaker, awards presentations, and the annual business meeting.
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OCTOBER OBSERVERS’ GROUP MEETING Estelle Rother
Frank Roy opened the meeting at 8:15 with a few announcements. He then called for 
the nominations for the 1990 Observers’ Group Executive and coordinator positions. 
Here are the nominations so far:

"Observer of the Year" and the "Variable Star Observer of the Year" are annual awards 
presented at the November Annual Dinner Meeting. There are only two requirements: 
you must be a member of the Ottawa Centre, and submit a report of your observations.
Paul Comision presented his "Cutting-Edge Astronomical News" for October. He 
started with Ashes from Supernova 1987A from Sky & Telescope. Paul feels 
SN 1987A will rewrite the text books since up to now supernova studies have been 
largely theoretical. The chemical elements are found in layers, like an onion peel, 
around the core, and are thrown out in the supernova explosion. Subsequent reactions 
create even heavier elements. The predicted heavy trans-ferric elements are beginning 
to show up in the spectra. Theorists have now been vindicated by the observations.

An article in Astronomy discusses redefining the distance to the Virgo cluster. This 
distance can now be used as a yardstick to determine the distance to more remote 
clusters.

From his collection of over forty talks given while he was the Deep Sky Coordinator, 
Paul then chose to talk about techniques of observation. He noted that professional 
astronomers are the worst observers and books seldom mention the art o f observing. 
There are two main reasons that visual observing is becoming more popular there are 
many good eyepieces and good filters available. Filters have been very helpful to city 
observers of planetary and emission nebulae.

An observer should know his equipment: the focal length, f ratio, objective diameter, 
and the focal length of the eyepiece. You want to know the field of view since many 
catalogs list the size of an object If the apparent field is listed for the eyepiece, the true 
field of view is calculated by dividing the apparent field by the magnification. Another 
way is to turn the telescope to the celestial equator and observe a bright star with the 
drive off. Time how long it takes to cross the eyepiece. A star moves 1° in four minutes.

Paul suggests using as little magnification as possible. Use a maximum of 60 power per 
inch, and a minimum of 3.5 power per inch. High magnification darkens the sky. The 
exit pupil is the size of the beam leaving the eyepiece and going to the eye. Visual 
acuity is best when the exit pupil is between three and four millimetres, and it should 
not be greater than seven. Use averted vision -  offsetting the object slightly from the 
centre of vision -  to observe dim objects. Since the telescope is more sensitive to 
moving objects, it might be helpful to move the telescope gently.

Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Astrophotography
Comets
Deep Sky
Instrumentation
Occultations
Radio Astronomy
Recorder
Solar
Variable Stars 
Lunar and Planetary

Hilderic Browne 
open
Doug George
open
open
Anthony Dore 
Brian Burke 
Frank Roy 
Estelle Rother 
Roseanne Mussar 
open
Derek MacLeod
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Frank Roy then mentioned an unusual occurrence. There were three clear nights of 
observing during the Deep Sky Weekend.
Rich Wagner started the observational section of the meeting by showing slides of the 
lunar eclipse. He used the 16-inch telescope, as well as a tangential or barn-door 
tracker. The tracker was constructed in his basement using two boards hinged together. 
He also showed photos of Comet Halley and several nebulae.

Max Stuart announced an encouraging response to the mirror grinding course. Seven 
new mirrors should be finished by mid-December. Max found a good source of glass: 
Six inch mirror blanks cost $21 and eight inch blanks cost $41. Since the price was so 
reasonable, everyone was buying two mirrors -  one to be used as the grinding tool.

Rick Crook had some good news and some bad news. The bad news was that the 
Orionids would not be worth  watching since they would peak with the full moon. 
However, the South Taurids would peak November 2 with an hourly rate of 15. There 
would be plenty of time to watch these slow meteors.

Doug George first showed his lunar eclipse slides. He then talked about Pluto and its 
moon Charon. Pluto is usually the most distant planet and is highly inclined to the 
plane of the ecliptic. Charon and Pluto are locked together. Pluto’s recently-detected 
slight ammonia atmosphere may have been produced by evaporation from the surface 
due to its present proximity to the sun. Doug commented on films for 
astrophotography. Manufacturers keep improving the films until they are terrible for 
astrophotography.

The Annual Dinner Meeting will be held November 17. Steven James O’Meara will be 
the guest speaker; the talk is titled: "A 19th Century Astronomer in the 20th Century." 
He was the first person to visually observe Halley’s Comet on its recent apparition.

Brain Burke then talked about occultations in October. The 22nd would be "Occultation 
Day". The moon would occult the Beehive cluster at 1 am. At 3:34 am a southern-limit 
graze would be visible seven km south of Manotic. An asteroidal occultation would 
occur at 22:30 pm.

Frank Roy showed lunar eclipse slides. Some photos were taken with Kodachrome 200.
Paul Comision suggested holding a question period at the end of the meeting. A 
question was raised about why occultations were im portant Brian Burke answered by 
saying that scientists are always looking for more information on the asteroid belt. 
Much information can be discerned when a dim asteroid occults a bright star. When 
both objects are the same magnitude, the change in magnitude during the occultation 
cannot be visually detected.
Frank Roy ended the meeting at 21:45 with an invitation to use the observatory. A key 
to the gate can be obtained from Robin Molson.
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Everything for the Amateur Astronomer
Astronomical Telescopes & Accessories 

Spotting Scopes, Binoculars, Photographic Equipment 
Books, Charts, Sky Maps, Posters

Friendly Service, Expert Advice, Lowest Prices
Call or visit - We're sure you'll agree

 - All Major Brands
Including

Astor-Physics*, Bausch & Lomb, Bushnell, Byers, Carton ("Adlerblick"), 
Celestron, Coulter, Daystar, Fujlnon, General Machine ("Losmandy")*, 
Jim’s Mobile ("Motolocus"), Kinard ("Hexadome"), Kufeld (”Telrad"), 
Leitz, Lumicon, Manfrotto, Meade. Nikon, Parks, Pentax, Questar*, Spec
tra ("Sure Sharp"), Steiner, Takahashi, Televue, ThousandOaks, Tuthill, 
Unitron, University Optics, VernonScope, Zeiss* *Exclusive in Canada

John and Susanne Kidner invite you to .
Visit Our Showroom and or

On Hwy 2 7 ,1 /2  M ile South of Hwy 9 
Enter by the blue door off the courtyard 

mid-way along the plaza.

Wed. 10 am to 6 pm
Thurs. 10 am to 6 pm
Fri. 10 am to 6 pm
Sab 10 am to 4 pm
Evenings and other days

O r d e r  C o n v e n i e n t l y  
b y  M a i l  o r  P h o n e

Perceptor
Brownsville Junction 

Box 38, Suite 103 
Schomberg, Ontario 

L9G 1T0
(4 1 6 ) 9 3 9 -2 3 1 3

TelescopesTransCanada 
P.O. Box Box 823 
Aurora, Ontario 

L4G 4J9
(4 1 6 ) 9 3 9 -8 2 7 4
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THE SKY THIS MONTH Doug G eorge

Mercury is not visible this month, but brilliant Venus is visible in the 
southwest at sunset. M ars should be faintly visible in the southeastern 
sky before sunrise, between Virgo and Libra. Jupiter is prominent near 
Castor and Pollux and now rises in the early evening. Saturn is still 
visible low in the southwest at sunset. Uranus and Neptune are near 
Venus this month, and are closest on the 7th and 15th respectively.

Now is the time to look at the winter Milky Way before it gets too cold! 
Watch for the spectacular Orion Nebula, Crab Nebula, and the Pleiades. 
Pluto is behind the sun this month.

Event Date E S I

S. T aurid  M eteor Shower Peaks Nov 2 06:00
Moonless Evening Observing Ends Nov 5
First Quarter Nov 6 09:11
Full Moon Nov 13 00:51
Moonless Evening Observing Begins Nov 16
Leonid M eteor Shower Peaks Nov 17 11:00
Last Quarter Nov 19 23:44
New Moon Nov 28 04:41

Moonless Evening Observing Ends Dec 4
First Quarter Dec 5 20:26

ASTRO-EXCHANGE

For Sale: 4.25 inch f/26 schiefspeigler telescope with permanent pipe
fitting mount, Paul Boltwood, 836-6462. Must be dug up before freeze- 
up.

Wanted: Telescope 4-10 inches. Contact Vikram Bajaj. 2 Woodfern Cr.. 
Nepean, 726-4270.
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Directions to the 
Indian River Observatory

- Take Hwy 417 West from Ottawa, becomes Hwy 17
- Turn LEFT at Highway 44, to Almonte
- Pass through Almonte, turn RIGHT at lights (Hwy 15)
- Go 3 km to Clayton Road (well marked), turn LEFT
- Turn RIGHT on Ramsay Conc. 8 (first right just 

past top of hill).
- Cross bridge, road turns to gravel 
- Turn RIGHT at STOP sign, then go about 100 metres

Go through gate on right marked IRO; driveway is 300 metres

COSMI-COMICS

"Perigee"
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TO:

OTTAWA CENTRE, R.A.S.C. 
P.O. BOX 6617 STATION J 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO K2A 3Y7 
CANADA

MS. ROSEMARY FREEMAN C 4 
ROYAL ASTRON. SOC. OF CANADA 
136 DUPONT ST.
TORONTO ONT. M5R 1V2


